
Former on-air personality reflects on radio business 

By: Kara Korona 

Whitney Johnson, former on-air personality for a local sports radio station, reflected on his previous job 
and discussed the ever-changing nature of the radio industry, technologically and economically. 

TAMPA—Whitney Johnson worked in the radio business for over 25 years, during that time he witnessed 
the evolution of the industry and even experienced some of the negative effects of a collapsing economy. 
Despite being laid off, Johnson’s attitude remains positive as he plans to take advantage of new media to 
overcome his current dilemma. 

Johnson graduated from the University of South Florida in 1985 with a degree in mass communications 
and has been working in the radio industry ever since. During college he worked part-time at a radio 
station and upon graduating he landed several radio jobs before he was hired by Jacor, a communications 
company, in the 1990s. Prior to being laid off, Johnson worked as an on-air personality, or beat reporter, 
over the past 12 years for local sports radio station 620 WDAE-AM the Sports Animal, which is nationally 
operated by Clear Channel Radio.  

Johnson was the first voice when Clear Channel Radio bought out Jacor in 1998 and switched to an all-
sports format. He helped build up the stations ratings to be the second and sometimes the first, highest 
rated AM station in the Tampa Bay market. WDAE aimed to be the station where sports news was heard 
first and thoroughly.  

Johnson said, “I always prided myself on when somebody went home and put on ESPN news at 7 o’clock, 
they had already heard the news on our station.” 

Johnson covered day-to-day sports news happening around the Bay Area for WDAE. However, there were 
difficulties in getting the job done. For instance, if a Rays player struck out with bases loaded Johnson 
would want to speak to that player post game to find out what happened. (A major hindrance was the 
unavailability of players in situations like that because Johnson wanted the persons involved 
perspectives.) Johnson revealed another difficulty in the radio business, ratings. 

The media have evolved tremendously since Johnson attended USF, not only from a business view, but 
also from a technological standpoint. Johnson remembered when he used to cover stories with a cassette 
recorder. At the end of the interview he would have to drive back to Tampa from wherever he was 
reporting and physically edit the material for the next person to use. However, the advent of new 
technology and electronic devices allowed Johnson to do his job faster and easier than ever, even though 
he was initially intimidated to use it. 

Johnson said, “The last time I did a Rays game I had this little electronic recorder, digital, after the game I 
stuck it in a computer, digitally edited it and sent all the stuff back within a matter of fifteen minutes.” 

From a business stance, Johnson said the radio industry has progressed from a personality driven 
company to a revenue based company. Jacor used to be concerned with what was actually on the air, 
whereas Clear Channel is concerned with profits. Johnson explained that the current state of the economy 
has affected the radio industry because there is less advertising, hence less revenue for radio stations. A 
solution to generate more profit is to let higher paid employees go and hire new ones who will do the same 
work for half the price, which is what happened in Johnson’s case. 

Radio reached its peak years ago and now people rely on the web to stay updated on news. Therefore 
Johnson and other media professionals from the area are currently planning to use what he calls new 
media, to create an Internet based program about Tampa Bay. The site will allow people to access it right 



from their phones or computers and it will include a daily blog, video features, web broadcasts and a 
show. 

Although Johnson is sworn to secrecy he said, “We are lining up sponsors right now and hopefully within 
a couple of months we’ll get this baby up and going.” 
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[http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lcJ_qlHg9Cs] 
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